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limit; (2) recoil ranges which limit the production rate; (3) low beam intensities for very heavy ions; (5) heat dissipation in the target which limits the usable beam intensity and consequently the production rate; (6) sufficiently neutron-rich high Z target materials which are only available in submicrogram quantities (Table \) \ and las', but not least, (7) SHE production has to compete for beam time with other
Interesting physics.
At present it is therefore more profitable to consider the exploration of shorter half lives and higher cross sections as \*ell as reaction mechanisms other than complete fusion. Starting with the longest half lives we will briefly discuss detection schemes which could be used in further searches for SHE, have led to the shortest time limits for SHE formation so far (Fig. 1) . Eackground effects, however, limit the sensitivity at present to about 1 nb. here EQ -EC(m> -Ecoul, an* E = Ecn)_ -Eloss -Ecoul. This relationship is obviously detrimental to the production of new elements since in order to obtain a large az, large amounts of energy have to 'je dissipated which will rei ,<lt in a large excitation energy of the heavy fragment and subsequent fission. Another effect which could have considerable bearing on the production of new elements via deep inelastic reactions has been observed at GS1 in a comparison between the Pb+Pb and the U+U reaction (Fig. 13) . If the primary Z distribution around the target/projectile is Identical in both cases, the production of Z=87 which is in the middle between Pb and U, should be similar, however, It Is a factor 40 higher for U+U. The decrease in "peak" cross section when going from Pb+Pb to U+U (Fig. 13) is of great concern «hen heavy targets for the production of new elements are considered. It is presently unknown whether or not during the collision of very heavy nuclei the time scale for fission is short compared to the the time available for the diffusion processes* Significant information about the proton-rich side of the target-projectile diffusion process has been obtained through chemical studies at ANL, GSI, and LBL. Figure 14 shows the production of transuranium elements for different deep inelastic reactions. In the following production cross sections of SHE will be estimated without considering details of angular momentum and particle evaporation explicitly. The calculations are, however, based on experimental cross sections which include these effects. 5rom results obtained at GSI and presented in Fig. 15 it is assumed that for low enough TKE ioss -which corresponds to low excitation of the fragment -neutron evaporation rathor than fission becomes a significant decay channel. This is observed in Fig. 15 as a transition from very asymmetric distributions at high TKE losses to near Gaussians at low TKE loss. For the following calculations it is therefore assumed that the Gaussian character of the distribution continues up to the proton shell closure in the SHE region (!).
B. DETECTION METHODS IK THE SEARCH FOR SHE
We consider as an example the reaction 2?8 U( 238 U, 181 Yb*) 295 Table III No is given as an example: In such a Heavy Ion Lens Spectrometer, the following information about a particle could be obtained: emission angle, Bp value, time of flight, dE/dz (Z identification), and total kinetic energy. Given sufficient resolution for these quantities, particle identification in A and Z is possible.
-a--* sriMftrtr ^gaggi A drawback of any purely magnetic Instrunent is, of course, that the particle rigidity Bp depends on the charge, and multiple charge states can give rise to ambiguities
In the particle identification. This problem can In principle be solved by filling the solenoid with a suitable gas at low pressure but the lower equilibrium charges will require higher fields and cause scattering problems.
F. CONCLUSION
The search for SHE can be extended in three directions: (1) exploration of shorter half-lives with compound nucleus reactions; (2) the use of exotic targets; and (3) the use of deep Inelastic reactions. The latter possibility seems at the moment the most promising. It will also facilitate the production of new Isotopes and perhaps new elements near the known region of the periodic table.
